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linked to, or if you own copyrights on an image or video posted on mfhsex.com, please email:abuseservis[@]meta.ua, and it will be removed. so for a millisecond (Is it really that much more than the I/O latency on your Z-machine?) Using a CEP system, the general idea is that your
task has messages of 1.5 ms or less to send to multiple destinations (i.e. it's a stream of 0-1.5 ms messages). The message arrives at the target device which takes a latency of 3 ms or less to acknowledge the message (which is either 0-3 ms or 0-6 ms as in this example). The receiving
device then sends acknowledgements back to the task which can acknowledge back to the sending device within the required 0-6 ms (as if it had just received a 1000-ms message in which this completes the workflow). Which works great for tasks that are in the same process as the
CEP system. The problem arises when you have tasks that are in different processes. In your case, you're effectively trying to do a distributed join of the 4.9 billion per second stream of packets (even if you start the task in the same process as the CEP system, the output task has a
new process and a new address space). So, if the output task receives the 993 packet, it can't immediately reply back to 993 because it isn't in the same address space as the task that sent it. Instead, it needs to wait to be in the same address space as the task first, then send the
acknowledgement. The problem with that is, the maximum processor cycle available to a task is a processor cycle in which it can read from the L1 cache, write back to the L1 cache, read from the L2 cache or write back to the L2 cache (assuming L2 is still in the cache), so if the
receiving task is waiting for the acknowledgement, the sending task will have already started the next processor cycle with no problem.
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